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Comment

Reporter's Notes on § 71

Case Citations -
by Jurisdiction

A trustee or beneficiary may apply to an appropriate court for instructions regarding the administration or

distrihation of the trust if there is reasonable doubt about the powers or duties of the trusteeship or about the

proper interpretation of the trust provisions.

Comment:

a. Rationale. A trustee commits a breach of trust not only by viel±-g a duty as a result of negligence or miscenduct but also,

ardinarily (but see Reporter's Note and, e.g., § 77, Comment b(2)), by vie1±ng a duty because of a mistake concerning the

nature or extent of the trustee's powers and duties under the terms of the trust or applicable law. On breach of trust generally,

see § 93. To avoid undue risk of liability when re=enable doubt exists in these matters, a trustee may seek protection by

applying for 4=tractions from an appropriate court. This power to grant ins+c"enens to trustees has long been viewed, in prior

Restatements and in most states, as inherent in the equitable powers of courts having jurisdiction over trusts, -.1theugh this

m±hmity is generally now based on declaratory-judgment legislation, such as the Unife-
Declaratory Judgmcats Act. See

Reporter's Note.

S-milarly, as a protection against harm that might be caused by a breach of trust resulting from a mistake concerning the

trustee's powers and duties, a beneficiary may petition the court to instruct the trustee with regard to the powers and duties of

the trusteeship. The settlor, as such, ardinarily (see § 94) does not have standing to apply to the court for inc+cuenens.

b. Efect of instructions. Subject to the right of appeal, and absent =isrepresentation (or concealment by a trustee),

inc+cuctions provided by an appropriate court will bind the trustee and beneficiaries who, either personally or by

representation, are properly made parties to the proceeding. Rules more generally concerning the preclusive effect of court

instructions are part of the law relating to judgments and procedure and are not within the scope of this Restatement. See

Reporter s Note, and compare § 83, Comment c.

c. Matters about which instructions are approp. ate. In circumstances of reasonable uncertainty, whether of law or of terms

of the trust, the trustee or a beneficiary is entitled to inc+c•2cnenc of the court to clarify the trustee's powers or duties or other

matters in. al.i-g the meaning and effect of the trust provisions. Illustrative are such matters as uncertainties e=e-ing the

identity of the trust banenci-_cies, the nature and extent of their inte-ests, the proper allacation or appord---at of receipts or

expenditures between income and principal (Chapter 23), and the propriety of a trustee's plan of distribution on trust

termination (§ 89).

d. Matters about which instructions are not app::priate. Because of -e-
regarding burdens on the judicial system and

unwarranted costs and delays in trust adminic+catian a trustee or beneficiary ñarmally is not entitled to i=t-2enens with
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respect to the s ...!.. -ation of a trust unless there is some rensannhle doubt about the extent of the trustee's powers or duties

or about proper interpretation of the trust prs.L,is..a. Nor will the court instruct the trustee as to a question that may never

arise, or that may arise only in the future, unless some need is shown for current resnh1tinn of the matter. Thus, a court

ordinarily will not instruct a trustee on the distribution of trust property before the time arrives for making, or at least

planning, that distribution.

If a matter rests within the sound discretion of the trustee, or is a matter of business judgment, the court Grdinar ly will not

instruct the trustee how to exercise that discretion or judgment. Thus, for example, after having
detained and instructed

that the purposes of a charitable trust include certain purposes about which reasonable doubt had existed, and that the

trustee's discretion includes the making of distributi=c for those purposes, it would not be proper for the court, either upon

its own motion or at the request of the trustee or a beneficiary, to go further and instruct the trustee in advance on matters of

judgment concerning the amounts of income or the partions of the trust estate the trustee should expend for the particular

purposes in question.

As a qualification upon the rule of this ====+, a court may be justified in accepting as
"reasonable"

doubt or uncertainty a

trustee's legitimate concern that a particular beneficiary's insistence upon an unrer===Ah pesiden might, without instructian

on the matter, lead to significantly more costly and disruptive litigation; on rer£"-g costs, see Comment e, below.

e. Costs of instructions. Expenses incurred by a trustee in applying to the court for instructions are payable from the trust

estate unless the application for instructions was plainly n-va-+-d, there being no reasonable uncertainty about the powers

or duties of the trustee or about the relevant law or proper inte-re+=6en of the trust. In such a case it is normally improper for

a trustee to incur the expenses of making the application. See ganavally § 88 (on proper costs of 2
-

-½ation); but see also

exception at end of Comment d, above.

Expenses incurred by the trustee as a result of a beneficiary's application for instractions are payable or reimbursnble from

the trust estate, provided the expenses and the trustee's ennduct were reasonable and appropriate to the trustee's fiduciary

duties (see panculazly §§
76- 79 and § 88). On the costs incurred by the beneficiary in making or respanding to an

application for instractions, see § 88,
Camm-t

d; and compare generally Chapter 19 on
trustees'

lisbiliti:3 to beneficiaries.

f Cross-references. On the trustee's usual duty of impatiality in instruction proucedings, see § 79, C mment a.

On the power of the court to permit or direct deviation from, or modifics.tian of, the terms of the trust, see § 66; also see §§

72 and 73, and cf. § 67.

Occasionally, under state law or the circumstances, inetme*ies may be üüavailable even in a of doubt enncerning a

trustee's duties or powers; on the possible effects of a trustee's reasanable reliance on advice of counsel in such a case, see §

77, Comment b(2).

Altkeugh a settlor expressly grants a trustee the power to interpret the trust instranicñt (or to make a
"binding"

detennisatian

of its meaning and effect) in cases of doubt or can*revavsy, the trustee's discretion is nevericless subject to judicial review

for abuse. See Reporter's Note. Generally, on grants of discretion or
"absalute"

discretion, see § 87; also see § 50, Ce===+s

b and c.

Reporter's Notes on § 71

This Section is generally similar to its predecessor Restatement Second, Trusts § 259, al±c:‡ § 259 (perhaps inadvertently)

did not mention the beneficiaries as persons who properly can apply for instructions.

See also IIIA William A. Fratcher, Scott on Trusts (4th ed. 1988) § 259; and George G. Bogert & George T. Bogert, The Law

of Trusts and Trustees (Rev. 2d ed. 1980) § 559.

Comment a:
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§ 71Application to Court for Instructions, Restatement (Third) of Trusts § 71 (2007)

Oceaci-ally, under state law or circumstances, instructions may be __..'±¹: even in
+ -- of reasonable doubt about

a trustee's duties or powerc; on the possible effects of a trustee's rea_ënd le reliance on advice of counsel in such a case, see

§ 77, Comment b(2).

The Uniform Declaratory Jüdgmcats Act (12 ULA 109) (especially § 2), sendened in the
C=--

has been adopted by a

substantial majority of states.

See also Uniform Trust Code § 201(c), the
en---+

to which observes that the "juiisdictica of the court with respect to trust

matters is inherent and
historicãl"

and "includes the ability to ... provide the trustee with instructions even in the absence of

an actual
dispute."

Compare Uniform Probate Code § 7-201 (desli-g with registration of trusts and with supervision by and jurisdiction of the

court of registratiGñ): "(a) The Court has exclusive jurisdiction of proceedings initiated
by

interat-1 parties concerning the

internal affairs of trusts. Proceedings which may be =nintai=d under this section ... include, but are not limited to,

proceedings to: ... (3) ascertain heneficiaries, determine any queener arising in the .2 -stien or distribution of any trust

g questions of construction of trust instruments, to instruct trustees, and ad-mine the existence or nonerintence of

any immunity, power, privilege, duty or
right...."

Also see, e.g., Calif. Prob. Code § 17200; Mass. Ann. Laws c. 240, §§ 27 and 28; Minn. Stat. § 501B.16(23); Ohio Rev. Code

§ 2107.46; and W. Va. Code §§ 46-6-3 and 46-6-4.

Fratcher, Scott on Trusts, supra, § 259 observes (at 406-407): "Quite apart from statute, however, courts of equity in the

exercise of their jurisdiction over the ad-Waden of trusts have been accustomed to give instructions to trustees at their

request as to their duties and powers. A trustee is not compelled to act at his peril in the admi÷'-ation of the trust. He need

not act first and discover later whether his act was in breach of trust. He is entitled to the ins+-r+ianc of the court as a

protection...."

George T. Bogert, Trusts (h-haal 6th ed. 1987) § 153 states in black letter: "The trustee or a beneficiary may bring a suit

in equity to secure the advice of the court as to the meaning of the trust i±=ent or as to questions of law sEec+L=g the trust

administration."

See also Bogert & Bogert, The Law of Trusts and Trustees, supra, § 559 (at 162): "As part of its general jurisdiction over

trusts, the court of equity has power to instruct and advise the trustee as to his powers and duties, on his request or at the

request of a
beneficiary."

And id. (at 171-172) adds that today "[t]his jurisdiction of the court is usually set forth in statutes

giving the court of general jurisdiction power to construe wills or other inst-=ents which create trusts, or conferring on the

probate court a similar nuthority with regard to wills. The declaratory judg-=t acts which have been adopted to a

considerable extent in recent years also vest in certain courts this power of construction.

In First National Bank v. A.M. Castle & Co. Empl. Trust, 180 F.3d 814, 819 (7th Cir. 1999), the opinion (Posner, C.J.)

observes that "it is a traditional judicial office to give L=s+-'cEe-s to trustees who have subst-.ntial questions concerning their

duties, and not one that Article III is sensibly interpreted as denying to federal courts, now that so much trust litigation comes

into these courts under
ERISA,"

although acknowledging that instructions origlimted in "state courts ±erbled by Article

III's limitation on federal judicial power to actual cases or
controversies...."

A statute providing for ins+medenc to trustees was upheld as c
'

in In re Gulf Oxygen Welder's Supply

Profit-Sharing & Trust Agreement, 297 So.2d 663 (La. 1974).

In Estate of Clarke, 198 Md. 266, 81 A.2d 640 (1951), a contingent-r -'- r
beneficiary was allowed to bring suit to obtain

a d ---a of his interest in the trust and of its right to protection. See also Gilmer v. Gilmer, 245 Ala. 450, 17 So.2d 529

(1944).

For a case denying the settlor of an irrevocable trust _. di. g to obtain ins+medens cancerning the proper interpretation of the

trust instrument, see Carroll v. Smith, 99 Md. 653, 59 A. 131 (1904).
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Comment b:

With this Ce=_ met, compare Restatement Second, Trusts § 220 (dealing with court acc:=±¡;s), stating: "The henenciary

may be barred by a decree of a proper court from holding the trustee liable for a breach of
trust."

But E---t d points out:

"A judgment is void unless a reasonable method of nes- . is employed and a reasonable opportunity to be heard [is]

afforded to persons affected. See Restatement of Judgments, § 6.... [A] judgment is not binding on a benenciary ... unless as

to him a reasonable method of nonf An was employed and an opportunity to be heard was given. Such giving of notice

and opportunity is a requisite of due process of law under the Fourteenth
A-'-=+"

See generally In re Hunter, 6 App.

Div. 3d 117, 775 N.Y.S.2d 42 (2004), aff'd, 4 N.Y.3d 260, 794 N.Y.S.2d 286, 827 N.E.2d 269 (2005) (h-hiary bound by

notice and consent).

A beneficiary who had been a party to a trust-cons+-cEen suit was not allowed many years later to bring suit for a different

construction in Getty v. Getty, 187 Cal. App. 3d 1159, 232 Cal. Rptr. 603 (1986). Further, on the potentially binding effect of

court instructions, see, e.g., Messner v. DeMotte, 119 Ind.App. 273, 82 N.E.2d 900 (1948), reh'g denied, 119 Ind.App. 273,

83 N.E.2d 798 (1949); Estate of Cassidy, 313 A.2d 435 (Me. 1973), cert. denied, 419 U.S. 882, 95 S.Ct. 148, 42 L.Ed.2d 122

(1974); and First National Bank v. Christopher, 624 S.W.2d 474 (Mo. App. 1981).

That instructions sought and nhtnined
by a trustee will protect the trustee in the absence of fraud or concenest, see In re

Riordan's Trusteeship, 216 Iowa 1138, 248 N.W. 21 (1933); that a trustee may appeal from a deter-4==Een of the duties of

the trusteeship and the meaning of the trust i=t-==t, see Estate of Charters, 46 Cal.2d 227, 293 P.2d 778 (1956); and on

the right of even a remote contingent henenciary to appeal the construction of an inst-c.m=t, see Northwestern National Bank

& Trust Co. v. Pirich, 215 Minn. 313, 9 N.W.2d 773 (1943).

In First National Bank v. Wefel, 252 Ala. 212, 40 So.2d 434 (1949) (on the trustee's duties regarding income and principal

accati-g),
ãflerborn members of a class of contingent-remainder beneficiaries were sufficicatiy represented by adult

members of the class and by the g=di--s ad litem who repres=ted living, minor class ma-ba s See also representation of

possible afterborn class members by living
members of the class in Franklin v. Margay Oil Corp., 194 Okl. 519, 153 P.2d

486 (1944) (re powers of trustee), and in Peoples National Bank v. Barlow, 235 S.C. 488, 112 S.E.2d 396 (1960) (and, in the

absence of suitable class members, representation could be by g=di= ad litem). See further, on the doctrine of virtual

representation, § 65, Reporter's Note to Comment b.

A statute was upheld as conceh.1 in In re Gulf Oxygen Welder's Supply Profit-Sharing Plan, 297 So.2d 663 (La. 1974),

although it nuthorized ex parte applicãtion by trustees, providing for the protection of third parties dealing with the trustee

(but not providing for a trustee to be reEeved from liability to the trust's benenciaries). From the same state, compare City

Bank & Trust Co. v. Hawthorne, 517 So.2d 970 (La. App. 1987) (trustee must be made a party to a henenciary's suit for

interpretation of trust).

See also the various sit=ti=s of inadequacy of notice or representation in: Estate of Hosford, 26 N.J.Super. 412, 98 A.2d

332 (1953) (joinder of minor beneficisty
insufHcient when given no notice of the issue about which it was sought to bind the

beneficiary); Wachovia Bank & Trust Co. v. Waddell, 234 N.C. 34, 65 S.E.2d 317 (1951) (in construction of future interest

to
"heirs"

of still-living individual, grandchild of individual was not properly made a party and therefore not bound when

represented by neither a parent nor a g=di= ad litem, nor was there virtual representation by another class member); and

City Trust Co. v. Bulkley, 151 Conn. 598, 201 A.2d 196 (1964) (to bind settlor's successors, who might take on failure of

testamentary trust, they must be made parties). Cf. Estate of Carter, 111 Cal. App. 4th 1139, 4 Cal. Rptr. 3d 490 (2003)

(holding that the trial court had properly set aside a decree deta-
-4-g

intactata
distributees, because the personal

representative had failed to give notice to potential claimants although aware of facts indicating that they might be decedent's

nonmarital children qualined
by statute to inherit), relying on the California Probate Code § 8110 response to the due-process

decisinn in Tulsa Prof'l Collection Services v. Pope, 485 U.S. 478, 108 S.Ct. 1340, 99 L.Ed.2d 565 (1988) (requiring notice

to estate creditors if known or "reasonably ascertainable").

Other United States Supreme Court cases of p=_* cu1-z relevance to trust cases (on matters of due process, notice, jurkdid .,

and full faith and credit) include Mun-=e v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306, 70 S.Ct. 652, 94 L.Ed. 865

(1950) (in a common-trust-fund-accounting proceeding that would properly have been classified at the time as "quasi in

rem,"
the Court declined to engage in distinctiane between actions in rem and those in persañam because such distinctions

were not relevant to the f½d==tn1 due-process requirements of notice and opportunity to be heard), and
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Denckla, 357 U.S. 235, 78 S.Ct. 1228, 2 L.Ed.2d 1283 (1958) (after observing that nothing in federal law prevents a state

from adj dicating the rights and liabilities of parties over whom its courts had personal jurisdiction, but that Florida had not

chosen to do so, the Court enneluded, at 254-255, that "the Florida Supreme Court has repeatedly held that a trustee is an

indispensable party without whom a Florida court has no power to adjudicate cont-eversies affecting the validity of a
trust"

and that therefore "the Florida judgment must be reversed not only as to the -Pacident trustee but also as to the appellants,

over whom the Florida court admittedly had jurisdiction"). Also, on these matters generally and on the effect of judgments,

see VA William F. Fratcher, Scott on Trusts (4th ed. 1989) §§ 556-573A and §§ 646 and 647.

On methods of providing for representation of trust he=64avies, especially through fiduciary representatives (court

appei=ted or otherwise) or under the doctrine of virtual representation see Uniform Trust Code §§ 301-305 and Uniform

Probate Code §§ 1-401 through 1-403, as well as discussion in § 65, C-=t b, of this Restatement and the Reporter's Note

thereto.

Comments c and d:

"The trustee or a bandciavy may bring a suit in equity to secure the advice of the court as to the meaning of the trust

instrument or as to questions of law affecting the trust
=inin'-ation."

George T. Bogert, Trusts (ho=hc-1 6th ed. 1987) §

153. This simple black-letter statement is supplemented by observations that instructions are used where "a trust party finds

that the law of the state is uncertain with respect to a problem of admh4=+-de=., and that there are no decisions or statutes

covering the
matter"

or where "a trustee is reasonably in doubt as to the meaning of the trust ac+==ant or his duties

there1mder,"
but with the further observation that "[t]his aid of the court may not be invoked to settle business prebl-== or to

advise the trustees how to use their discretionary

powers."

Warner v. Mettler, 260 Ill. 416, 420, 103 N.E. 259, 260 (1913): "Wherever there is any bona fde doubt as to the true

meaning and intent of the provisions of the
-+--+

creating the trust or as to the particular course which he ought to

pursue, the trustee is always entitled to
- +-"

a suit in equity at the expense of the trust estate and obtain a judicial

construction of the instrument and directions as to his own conduct.... Courts of equity will ... assist the trustees and protect

them in the due performance of the
trust...."

(Emphasis added to indicate what appears to be broader-than-typical language.)

Bangert v. Ne-'Es Trust Co., 362 Ill.App.3d 402, 298 Ill.Dec. 317, 839 N.E.2d 640 (2005), quotes from the Tentative Draft

of this § 71, h-hding almost the entirety of Comment d. Restatement Second, Trusts § 259, with content similar to that in

C--+
c here, has often been cited in cases that grant instructions, as in Northwestern Trust Co. v. Getz, 67 N.D. 15, 269

N.W. 53 (1936).

Illustrative of other cases granting instractions are PNC Bank v. Roy, 152 Ohio App.3d 439, 788 N.E.2d 650 (2003)

(instructions on apportun=-+ of estate taxes); Matter of Davies, 148 Misc.2d 37, 559 N.Y.S.2d 933 (Sur. Ct. 1990) (on

income and principal 211nentian); and Comtrade, Inc. v. First National Bank, 146 Ill.App.3d 1069, 100 Ill.Dec. 549, 497

N.E.2d 527 (1986). Estate of Beacom, 7 Misc.2d 834, 168 N.Y.S.2d 704 (Sur. Ct. 1957), granted instructions on the proper

interpretation of a trust instrument even though the ch-+h= was one in which the court might well have declined to issue

instructions on the ground that the issue was pre=at=ely presented; and see Univ. of So. Indiana Found'n v. Baker, 843

N.E.2d 528 (Ind. 2006) (on tes L.3 of ambiguous disposition, reversing probate-court instruction to
pc'™-

trustee);

Estate of Damon, 109 Hawai'i 502, 128 P.3d 815 (2006) (instruction regarding stock generden for a "per
stirpes"

remainder

distribution). Cf. New Jersey Tharc
,'

'. d Ass'n v. State, 348 N.J.Super. 125, 791 A.2d 320 (2001) (instructions regarding

a statutorily created fund deemed analogens to a charitable trust).

The trustee petitioned for and received instructions regarding the interprei-ilen of a living-trGst agreement (adult adoptees

could not take as
"children"

of the adoptive parent) in Fifth Third Bank v. Harris, 127 Ohio Misc.2d 1, 804 N.E.2d 1044

(2003). See also Eckels v. Davis, 111 S.W.3d 687 (Tex. App. 2003) (declavatevy judgment clarifying latent a-bigni'y in trust

distributive provision, finding no ademption).

In declining to grant instructions where the question presanted did not involve ree-,s.-ble doubt or was not ripe for decision,

cases also have frequently cited or quoted prior Restatement
§ 259 (which expressed views similar to those set out in

Ce-..--ant d here), as in Himmelfarb v. Horwitz, 536 A.2d 86 (D.C. App. 1987); Estate of Campbell, 38 Haw. 573 (1950);

and Williams v. Ledbetter, 87 Ohio App. 171, 94 N.E.2d 377 (1950). Illustrative of other cases declining to issue instructions
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are Nairn v. St
'-, 17 Ill.App.3d 1060, 309 N.E.2d 237 (1974) (no reasonable doubt as to duties and powers); First

Portland National Bank v. Rodrique, 157 Me. 277, 172 A.2d 107 (1961) (not appropriate to grant instructions as to matter

upon which trustee had no current need to act); and Marvin F. Hall Trust v. Hall, 810 S.W.2d 710 (Mo. App. 1991) (issue

premature).

That courts do not ordinarily instruct trustees on how to exercise their discretionary powers or on matters of business

judgment, see, e.g., McEntee v. Halloran, 391 S.W.2d 266 (Mo. 1965); and City Bank Farmers Trust Co. v. Smith, 263 N.Y.

292, 189 N.E. 222 (1934), 93 A.L.R. 598.

A case worth consideration involving this issue is Estate of Carwithen, 327 Pa. 490, 194 A. 743 (1937), in which the court

refused to instruct trustees, who were authorized in their discretion to invest in other than legal investments, on whether it

was pe-issibly within their discretion to invest in shares of common stock (not then a type of investment authorized by law

for trustees); the court concluded that this q·2cdes involved a matter of discretionary judg-mt on which the court should not

pass in advance of a trustee's action, which could then be reviewed in retrospect. This decision is, properly, it would seem,

criticized in IIIA William A. Fratcher, Scott on Trusts (4th ed. 1988) § 259 (near end of footnote 7, page 410) on the ground

that "the trustees were asking instructions as to the extent of their powers that depended on the interpretation of the trust

instrument"
and that the decision, "in denying the trustees the a ±tana of the court in the interpre+=Een of the trust

instrument, is contrary to well-settled principles of equity

jurisdiction."

Internal Revanne Service letter rulings in tax cases involving trusts are somcvehat analogous to court instructions to trustees

and may involve similar types of trust-law questinns In Private Letter Ruling 200334030, for exa.=ple, the Service ruled that

no gain or loss will be recognized on a non-pro rata distribution on ter-i= = of a trust even though the process leading up

to final distribution may involve the
trustees'

formation of a limited-liability campany and even though the beneficiaries will

be allowed to request that their distributive shares be funded in a particular manner. Important to the ruling were the facts that

a statute of the state involved authorizes non-pro rata distributions, and that the trustees had the authority under state law to

develop and implement the ceep'icsted plan of distributies. (Cf. § 89 on
trustees'

powers and duties on trust te=:i-a+ien.)

Comment e:

With the see=ingly well-accepted principle stated here concerning the trustee's anEtlament to ind- 616n when costs are

incurred in ch+- of reasonable doubt, and for which the court grants instructions, compave the more comprehe=ive (but

not incancistent)
statement in Bogert & Bogert, The Law of Trusts and Trustees, supra, § 559 (p. 168): "Whether costs and

counsel fees of parties should be allowed out of the trust property rests in the discretion of the court, which will consider

whether the services of the applicant have been reasonabic and of benefit to the trust
estate."

In Tolman v. Reeve, 393 Ill. 272, 65 N.E.2d 815 (1946), where the provisions of a testamentary trust were a-±ig-cus,

neconsitating judicial interpreiden to ascertain the int= = of the settlor, the decision recognized that the lower court could

direct counsel fees for all parties to be paid from the trust estate. To similar effect, see Evans v. Safe Deposit & Trust Co.,

190 Md. 332, 58 A.2d 649 (1948); In re Atwood's Trust, 227 Minn. 495, 35 N.W.2d 736 (1949), 9 A.L.R.2d 1126; O'Reilly

v. Tacksan 269 S.W.2d 631 (Mo. 1954); Seattle First National Bank v. Crosby, 42 Wash.2d 234, 254 P.2d 732 (1953); and

Bangert v. Northern Trust Co., supra, Reporter's Note to Comments c and d.

a meal fees for both the trustee and an advisor were sppceved for payment from the trust estate in United States National

Bank v. First National Bank, 174 Or. 683, 143 P.2d 909 (1944), involving a trustee's petition for interpretation regarding

both the duties and the compensation of an advisor designated in the trust incin2ment.

Baum v. Continental Illinois National Bank & Trust Co., 230 F.2d 115 (7th Cir. 1956), allowal a portion of the costs to be

paid from the trust estate when the petitioner sought an inte-pretation of trust provisions that were partly ambigaGus and

partly clear. And the court in another case declined to authorize any of the trustee's costs to be paid from the trust estate when

a suit for interpretation of a testaiiisitary trust was, -'icugh brought in good faith, unnecessary because the meaning of the

provision in question was clear. Ferguson v. Rippel, 23 N.J.Super. 132, 92 A.2d 647 (1952).

Commentf:
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Where the terms of the trust grant the trustees the power to inierprei the instrument in c±="== of doubt or ce-t-eversy and

state that the
trustees'

decisions shall be final, the court recognized that the settlor cannot deprive the court of its proper role,

and that the court may overrule bierprenes that are arroneous. Taylor v. McClave, 128 N.J.Eq. 109, 15 A.2d 213 (1940).

Case Citations -
by Jurisdiction

C.A.8,

S.D.N.Y.

Aleka,

Ark.App.

Ill.App.

Ky.App.

Md.

Neb.

C.A.8,

C.A.8, 2017. Com. (a) quot. in sup. Employee-welfare-benefit plan brought an action against insurer, seeking a declaration

that a blanket policy covering ãccidental injuries sustained by college-student athletes provided primary coverage for medical

expenses incurred by student athlete who was a dependent of an insured participant. The district court entered summary

judgment for plaintiff. This court affirmed, holding that the declaraion j-dgment action was an equitable claim seeking

typical equitable remedies and was permissible under ERISA, and that def=d=±'s coverage for the claim was primary under

the plan's ce :f-benefits provision. Quoting Restatement Third of Trusts § 71, the court explained that a court's

power to grant instructions to a trustee reg--di-g administration of a trust or distribution of assets had long been viewed as

inherent in the equitable powers of courts, althcagh authority was now based in dechratory-judgment legislation. Dakotas

and Western Minnesota Electrical Industry Health and Welfare Fund by Stainbreek and Christian v. First Agency, Inc., 865

F.3d 1098, 1103.

S.D.N.Y.

S.D.N.Y.2015. Cit. in sup. Trustee of ce"a±=Ezed-debt ob'ig-f=G (CDOs) filed petitions for trust instractions pursuant to a

Minnesota statute in Minnesota state court, seeking entry of orders confi=ing that it had correctly interpreted the relevant

terms of each Edsk.-e gevarning the CDOs. Investor that held L=tarests in some of the CDOs intervened and removed each

action, alleging that it had received insufficient distributions from trustee with respect to one of the CDOs. After the actions

were transfe--ad and cor#dated, this court granted investor's motion for judgment on the pleadings as to the CDO for

which investor claimed to have received ime"ciet distributions, but denied it as to the
-

g CDOs, holding that there

did not appear to be a basis for federal subject-matter jurisdiction with respect to those CDOs. While the Mi=esota statute

autharized judicial instruction of trustees without any apparent
-- --+

of adverse parties, federal courts had no power to

instruct trustees on their duties unless there was an actual controversy between trustee and beneficiary, or unless the

c ff:s for an i=ta-pleader were present. The court noted that the power to supervise trusts and instruct their trustees was a

common incident of a court of equity under Restatement Third of Trusts § 71. In the Matter of the Trusteeships Created by

Tropic CDO I Ltd., 92 F.Supp.3d 163, 175.

Alaska,

Alaska, 2014. Com. (d) quot. in ftn. Alaskan cMdran, acting through their g-A--s brought suit for declaratory and

equitable relief against state d-p-6-ent of natural resources, c di g that defendant breached its public-trust obligatie=

under the state c by failing to protect the atmosphere from the effects of climate change. The trial court granted

defendant's motion to dismiss. Affirming, this court held, inter alia, that
declaring

the 2+-Ere to be subject to the
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§ 71Application to Court for Instructions, Restatement (Third) of Trusts § 71 (2007)

public-trust doctrine would fail to serve the principal prudential goals of declavatevy relief of te-½g and affording relief

from uncertainty, insecurity, and controversy, since the rights and obligations of the litigants with regard to the atmosphere

would depend on further developmets-by the legislature, by executive branch agencies, and through litigation focused on

more immediate cen+cer-vcies. The court cited Restatement Third of Trusts § 71, Comment d, in noting that, although trust

beneficiaries could apply to a court for instructions regarding trust ea..L.ktration, a court would not instruct the trustee as to

a quesden that might never arise, or that might arise only in the future, unless some need was shown for current resolution of

the matter. Kanuk ex rel. Kanuk v. State, Dept. of Natural Resources, 335 P.3d 1088, 1103.

Ark.App.

Ark.App.2008. Cit. in sup. (T.D. No. 4, 2005). Testator's widow petitioned the trial court for, among other things,

construction of the will and the reruevã1 of two of the co-e-+~·= The trial court, inter alia, awarded widow attorney's fees

to be paid by the two co-executors personally. Affirming, this court held that a state statute allowing the award of a++emey's

fees in a judicial proceeding "involving the
ad- -

-'-ation of a
trust"

gave the trial court the discretion to award widow her

attorney's fees from co-executors. The court reasoned that widow's petition for construction of the will necessarily involved

a construction of a trust i=tmment as well, because the will devised to co-executors, as trustees, all of decedent's property

not otherwise disposed of in the trusts created for the benefit of widow and am-JmCs older chileen; this court previously

held that an action to da+-4-- whether certain property was an asset of a trust was an action involvi-g the :d-½+ion of

a trust under the statute. Taylor v. Woods, 102 Ark.App. 92, 282 S.W.3d 285, 295.

H1.App.

H1.App.2005. Quot. in disc., com. (d) quot. in disc. (T.D. No. 4, 2005). Beneficiaries of supp½=tM cmployee retiva=æt

plan sued trustee of trust created to house the monies to pay the plan benefits, alleging that trustee breached its fiduciary duty

by petitioning for judicial instructions after beneficiaries opted to take lump-sum payments from the trust. The trial court

granted summa-f judgment for defendent. AfRrming, this court held that, in light of the well-settled right of a trustee to seek

judicial instruction when a bona fide doubt existed as to its ebligations under the trust, the conflicting epMes of p:±ªws

and the employer that funded the trust as to the propriety of lump-sum payments under the trust, and --ployer's threat to sue

trustee if such payments were made, trustee's doubt as to how it was to proceed was bona fide, and its decision to seek

judicial instruction was proper. Bangert v. Northern Trust Co., 362 Ill.App.3d 402, 298 Ill.Dec. 317, 839 N.E.2d 640, 647,

648.

Ky.App.

Ky.App.2013. Com. (e) quot. in disc. . Trustee of two trusts that were lessors of a
H-

±one quarry petitioned for instructions

regarding how to fulfill its fiduciary

stEg:'
:-s in connection with a dispute in which benenci-.-ies holding minority interests

in the trusts sought to terminate the lease and beenciaries holding majority interests sought to keep the lease in effect.

AfGrming the judgment of the trial court, this court held, among other things, that, under the circumstances, it was reasonable

and in the best interests of all of the beneficiaries, and thus consistent with trustee's fidaciary duties as trustee, for the trusts

to keep the lease in force in spite of the lessee's alleged royalty shortfall. The court noted that, while courts were typically

preMbited from rendering advisory epinie=, a traditional feature of trust :d=M='-ation had been to permit a trustee to apply

for instructions from the court, especially when a beneficiary's i=istence upon an unreasonable position might lead to more

costly and disruptive litigation. Vander Boegh v. Bank of Oklahersa, N.A., 394 S.W.3d 917, 924.

Md.

Md.2012. Sec. and com. (c) cit. in sup., com. (b) quot. in sup. Beneficiaries of a ta-+--an+=vy trust sued trustee, alleging,

among
other things, that trustee

improperly
demanded that each

beenciavy
execute a broad release and ind=nhtic.a
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§ 71Application to Court for Instrue•!ens, Ree*etement (Third) of Trusts § 71 (2007)

agreement prior to dist-ibutian of the trust assets. The trial court granted smmmary judg:nent for trustee, and the court of

appeals ahned AE=i=g, this court held, among other things, that trustee's request for execution of the agreement did not

e- 2 a breach of fiduciary duty and that the agreement was not overbroad in contravention of state statutory or camman

law. The court reasoned that nothing in the testator's will precluded trustee from exercising whatever autharity trustee was

already allowed by law, and that the terms of the agreement were not a radical departure from the
---- Ew protection

and statutory right to which trustee was already entitled. Hastings v. PNC Bank, NA, 54 A.3d 714, 727.

Neb.

Neb.2007. Quot. in disc. (T. D. No. 4, 2005). After estate of trust beneficiary sued trustee for breaching the trust after her

death by failing to pay a claim for medien1 expenses incurred before her death, remainder beneficiaries moved for a

declaration of rights in .sn.n with the action. The trial court ruled that trustee properly denied payment of the bills,

because the purpose of the trust ended with L-=afte4-cy's death. After acknowledging that ra--i-dav beneficiaries were

entitled to request the court to instruct trustee on its duties and powers, this court revacced, holding that the trial court erred in

determining, as a matter of law, that the trustee of a support trust could not make payments for the heneficiary's last-mn.cc

expenses after the beneficiary's death, and r---dad for an evidentiary hearing on the factual issues relevant to the

determination. In re Trust Created by Hansen, 274 Neb. 199, 207, 739 N.W.2d 170, 178.
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